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Abstract

This paper uses a simple open-economy macroeconomic framework to explore
the implications of real exchange rate targeting for the behavior of real output,
the domestic real interest rate, trade account, net foreign asset holdings, and
the inflation rate. It finds that a more depreciated level of the real exchange
rate decreases the domestic real interest rate and net foreign debt, and leads to
a higher level of output and net exports. For inflation control, given price stick iness real exchange rate targeting may not lead to higher rates of inflation. The
results are consistent with the after-effects of EMS currency re-alignment. They
also imply that a “real targets approach” to exchange rate policy rather than a
“nominal anchor approach” may be more appropriate for the European Union
inflation-prone countries and the high inflation developing countries.
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I. Introduction
Inflation-prone countries, both in the European Monetary System (EMS)
and outside, have often used a nominal exchange rate anchor as a means of
achieving inflation convergence . Pegging their currencies to a relatively
low-inflation currency such as the deutsch-mark or the U.S. dollar, and relying on high interest rate policies to defend the exchange rates, they have
attempted to contain and roll back inflationary pressures. While this policy
helped them reduce inflation substantially relative to low inflation countries,
it also generated persistent real exchange appreciations, losses in international competitiveness, large trade deficits, and serious currency devaluation crises. In the 1990s, some good examples are provided by Finland and
Mexico, and also by Britain, Italy and Spain within the Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM) of the EMS. In all of these cases, a rigid nominal
exchange rate regime combined with strict anti-inflation policies led to
cumulative real exchange rate over-valuations and the eventual collapse of
the Finnish markka and the EMS currencies in 1992, and of the Mexican
peso in 1994.1 It has frequently been suggested (Dornbusch [1989], Dornbusch, Goldfajn and Valdes [1995]) that countries with higher than average
inflation rates can escape the problems posed by pegged nominal exchange
rates if they pursue a fixed real exchange rate policy. For instance, had
these countries adjusted the nominal exchange rate according to the difference between foreign and domestic inflation so as to maintain a constant but
competitive real exchange rate, they would have avoided real exchange rate
over-valuations and high interest rates, and they would have only experienced moderate inflation.2
Given this background, this paper uses a simple open-economy macroeco1. Analysts agree that the appreciation of the real exchange rate and the current account
were the main causes behind the EMS currency re-alignment and the devaluation of
the markka and peso. See, for example, Dornbusch et al. [1995], S z e k e l y [1996],
Bruno [1995] and Edwards [1996], among others.
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nomic framework to explore the implications of real exchange rate targeting
for the behavior of real output, the domestic real interest rate, trade
account, net foreign assets, and the inflation rate. It finds that a more depreciated level of the real exchange rate decreases the domestic real interest
rate and real net external debt, and leads to a higher level of output and net
exports. For inflation control, given price sluggishness, real exchange rate
targeting may not lead to higher rates of inflation. The findings of this paper
are consistent with the after-effects of EMS currency re-alignment, which
had consisted of lower real interest rates and a significant improvement of
international competitiveness, net exports, and real economic activity in the
devaluing member countries of the system. They also imply that a real targets approach to exchange rate policy rather than a nominal anchor
approach may be more appropriate for the European Union inflation-prone
countries and the high inflation developing countries with nominal
exchange rate targets. The results are of interest in view of the 1994 Mexican peso crisis, the uncertainty that surrounded the European exchange
rate arrangements, especially after the 1992 EMS currency collapses, and
the 1997 Asian currency crisis. However, the effects of real exchange rate
targeting may differ qualitatively depending on whether the economy is initially a net creditor or debtor.
It is by now well accepted that the real exchange rate is a variable that is
implicitly or explicitly targeted by policy makers (Montiel and Ostr y
[1991]). The real exchange rate is a key relative price in an open economy,
and Calvo, Reinhart and Vegh [1995] view it as probably the most popular
real target. In practice, the ultimate targets of stabilization policies include
the real exchange rate . . . . (Klein [1990, p. 758]). Several countries with
high rates of inflation historically have adopted a policy that fixes the real
exchange rate to avoid losses of competitiveness, including Argentina,
Brazil, and Chile (Williamson [1981]). Also, in the literature, papers dealing
with the issue of real exchange rate targeting include Rodriguez [1981],
Dornbusch [1982], Adams and Gros [1986], Lizondo [1991, 1993], Montiel
2. This suggestion is directed towards the European Union inflation-prone countries
(i.e., Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain) and also the high-inflation developing countries with nominal exchange rate targets.
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and Ostry [1991, 1992], Calvo et al.[1995], and Erol and van Wijnbergen
[1997]. Williamson and Miller [1987], in their extended target zone proposal, investigate rules for the conduct of monetar y policy to stabilize real
exchange rates between cooperating countries. According to the authors,
countries should determine a consistent set of real exchange rate targets
chosen as to avoid prolonged real exchange rate misalignments and ensure
medium-to longer-run current account equilibrium. However, in discussing
the merits of real exchange rate rules, these studies have paid little attention to the supply-side effects of real exchange rate changes. In practice,
there are direct links between the financial system and the aggregate supply
side of the economy that play an important role at various stages of the
analysis that follows. The present paper examines these effects in the context of a discrete macroeconomic model in which the authorities pursue an
explicit target for the real exchange rate, and thus stands in sharp contrast
to these previous studies. The paper also allows for sticky prices since the
behavior of real exchange rates may be more consistent with sticky price
models. For instance, Mussa [1986] argued that the close corre l a t i o n
between real and nominal exchange rates can best be explained by models
in which nominal price levels are sticky.
The model employed in this paper is a modified version of that used by
Paschakis and Smithin [1998]. Their formulation is extended to include
sticky prices and an aggregate demand which is generated by the quantity
equation. Also, the consumer price index rather than the price of domestic
output is used in the definition of the real interest rate. This allows the real
exchange rate expected in the next period to enter the output-supply equation. In addition, the model involves some interesting characteristics. First,
it emphasizes the link between real economic activity and the financial market. This link is revealed by the presence of the real interest rate and real
exchange rate in the employment and output equations. In this set-up, the
real rate of interest depresses both output and employment via the cost of
working capital. Second, it explicitly involves the accumulation of foreign
assets (debts) via current account surpluses (deficits). Third, the model
allows for imperfect asset substitutability between domestic and foreign
assets. This creates interest differentials and thus an additional channnel
through which monetary policy could have real effects.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the model. Section
III obtains the solutions of the model and discusses the implications of the
findings. Section IV presents some conclusions.
II. The Analytical Framework
A. The Labor and Goods Market
An important feature of the model is that production takes time. The existence of a production lag is modelled by assuming that labor services at
time t yield finished output at time t+1. Also, in this set-up, firms pay wages
at the beginning of the production process (that is, at time t), and they are
able to finance production by borrowing from the banks for one period at
the ongoing nominal interest rate. Firms have no initial liquidity (Calvo and
Kumar [1994]).
At the beginning of each period the representative firm chooses labor
input, L, so as to maximize the sum of expected discounted value of profits.3
Thus, taking into account the one-period lag, the firm maximizes
∞

∑[E

t +i −1

t + i −1

i=0

]

(Pt +i Xt +i −1 − (1 + it+ i −1 )Wt+ i −1 Lt +i −1 ) , ,

(1)

subject to a Cobb-Douglas production technology

Xt = A0 Lt

1

t,

A0 > 0, 0 <

1

< 1,

(2)

where P is the price of domestic output (in terms of domestic currency),
(W) the nominal wage, is a discout factor, and t is a random productivity
shock with mean equal to unity and constant variance. Differentiating with
respect to Lt, the first-order condition to the firm s problem is

Et

[

t

Pt +1 1 A0 Lt 1 −1

t

]

− (1+ i t )Wt = 0,

(3)

where the operator Et denotes the mathematical expectation conditional on
the information available to the firm at the beginning of period t, and
Et t = 1 . In what follows, lower-case letters denote the natural logarithm of
3. In this formulation, an infinite-period maximization problem is equivalent to a
sequence of single-period maximizations.
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the corresponding upper-case letter variables as in logXt = xt, and we use the
approximation that log(1+it) = it. Thus, equation (3) implies that
d
t

= −1/(1 −

[

1 ) it

+

t

− Et pt +1 − log( 1 A0 )] .

.

(4)

∗
The real exchange rate is given by Qt = St Pt / Pt . Taking logarithms,

∗

qt = st + pt − pt ,

(5)

w h e re q t is the log of the real exchange rate, s t is the log of the spot
exchange rate defined in local currency units per foreign currency unit, and
pt∗ is the log of the foreign price level (in terms of foreign currency). A rise
in qt represents a real exchange depreciation, and hence an improvement in
international competitiveness. Being the relative price between the goods
the country imports and exports, qt is expected to be an important variable
in the determination of the actual amounts exported and imported, and
therefore the trade balance surplus (see Rodriguez [1981]). It also implies a
terms of trade effect on aggregate output.
The log of the consumer price index, zt, is a weighted average of the price
of the domestic good, pt, and the price of the foreign good expressed in
terms of domestic currency, ( pt∗ + st ) ,

zt = pt +1( − )(pt∗ + st )
= pt + (1− )qt , 0 <

< 1,

(6)

where and (1− ) are the shares of domestic and imported final goods in
domestic consumption.4 It is assumed that the domestic economy faces a
given foreign price, set for convenience equal to one so that its natural logarithm equals zero (i.e., log Pt∗ = p∗t = 0 ). Also, the home ex ante real interest
rate, rt, is equal to the domestic nominal interest rate, it, minus the expectation of the one-period-ahead rate of domestic inflation, Et (zt +1 − zt ) . That is,
rt = it − Et (zt +1 − zt )

,

= i t −1( − )Et (qt +1 − qt ) − Et ( pt +1 − pt ) ,

,

(7)

4. The analysis could also be cast in terms of traded and non-traded goods. For our purposes not much is lost by using a simpler formulation.
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where Et (qt+1 − qt ) is the expected rate of change in the real exchange rate.
Analogous equations describe the rest of the world, which for simplicity
consists of a single country. Thus, letting an asterisk denote a foreign variable:

zt∗ =
=

∗ ∗
pt +1( − ∗ )( pt − st )
pt∗ − (1 − ∗ )qt , 0 < ∗ < 1
,

(8)

w h e re ∗ a n d (1− ∗ ) m e a s u re the shares of income the foreign countr y
spends on the foreign good and the domestic good. Also, denoting the foreign nominal interest rate by it∗ , the foreign ex ante real interest rate is:

rt∗ = it∗ − Et (zt∗+1 − zt∗ )
= it∗ + (1−

∗

,

)Et (qt +1 − qt ) ,

(9)

where the real interest rates are defined in terms of a weighted average of
domestic and foreign output prices as opposed to the prices of locally-produced output.5
Combining equations (4) and (7), the labor demand schedule is derived as
d
t

= c0 − c1(

t

− pt ) − c1 rt − c1 (1− )Et (qt +1 − qt ), c 0 , c t > 0, (10)

where c0=log( 1A0)/(1- 1), and c1=1/(1- 1). Labor demand depends negatively on real wages, the real interest rate, and the expected percentage
change in the real exchange rate. Labor supply is assumed to be a positive
function of the purchasing power nominal domestic wage:
s
= h0
t

+ h1 (

t

− zt )

= h0 + h1 (

t

− pt ) − h11( − )qt , h0 , h1 > 0.

0

1

(11)

Since a higher real exchange rate raises cost of living and lowers real wage,
it reduces labor supply. Both pt and zt play a role in the macro model. For
instance, in the labor market the real wage from the worker s perspective is

5. We defined the real exchange rate using the price of domestic output rather the CPI
following Fischer (1988) and Romer (1993), and a number of other authors. If the real
∗
∗
exchange rate is defined in terms of the CPI, then qt = st + zt − zt = ( + − 1)(st − pt ).
The two are closely related.
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the nominal wage deflated by consumer prices, where as the real wage to
the firm involves deflating the nominal wage by producer prices.
Setting the demand for labor equal to the supply of labor, yields the following producer s real wage
t

− pt =

c1
c (1− )
h (1− )
(c 0 − h0 )
−
rt − 1
Et (qt +1 − qt ) + 1
qt .
(c1 + h1 ) (c1 + h1 )
(c1 + h1 )
(c1 + h1 )

(12)

In (12) the real wage is a positive function of the real exchange rate,
qt, a negative function of the real interest rate, rt, and a decreasing function
of the expected percentage change in the real exchange rate, Et (qt+1 − qt ).
Now inserting the equilibrium real wage back into the labor demand
schedule, and the resulting level of employment into the log-linear form of
the production function gives the following open-economy output-supply
function:
xt =

0

w h e re

−
0

1 rt

=[

−

0 (c1

2 Et qt +1

+ h1 ) +

+

t,

1 (c0 h1

0,

1,

2

> 0,

+ c1 h0 )] /(c1 + h1 ),

(13)
1

=

1c1h1

/(c1 + h1 ), a n d

= log A0 and t = log t . In most
open economy macroeconomic models, the effects of real interest rates on
aggregate supply are ignored, but here real interest rates as well as the real
exchange rate are assumed to determine current output. First, the real
interest rate appears in the output equation by potentially affecting labor
demand. A higher real interest rate makes working capital finance (labor
input) more costly, thereby reducing aggregate supply.6 Second, the expected value of the next period s real exchange rate, Etqt +1 , enters as a second
relative price, effect on aggregate supply, allowing foreign influences to be
transmitted to current output. For given values of import prices, pt∗+1 , output supply is a decreasing function of the real exchange rate expected in the
next period, Et (st +1 − pt +1 ). Domestic output is also affected by a random
2

=

1c1 h1 (1 −

) / c(1 + h1 ),. Note also that

0

6. This output supply equation incorporates the influence of the real rate on labor
demand via working capital considerations, while it abstracts from the influence of the
real rate on labor supply via intertemporal substitution. Hercowitz [1986] provides
empirical evidence in favor of the supply-reducing effects of high real interest rates.
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productivity disturbance,

t ..

B. Domestic and the Balance of Payments
Money demand is given by

yt = mt − zt ,

(14)

where (mt zt) is the logarithm of real money balances and yt is real income.
The money supply is deflated by the consumer price index, zt, rather than
the price of domestic good, pt. Equation (14) can be viewed simply as a
shortcut way of modelling aggregate demand.7
Since output in period t-1 is only ready for sale in period t, goods-market
equilibrium obtains when

yt = x t−1 ,

(15)

where yt is current period s demand (see MacKinnon and Smithin [1993]).
The home current account surplus in period t is taken to be equal to the
trade surplus plus the interest income received on the domestic country s
holdings of net foreign assets: CAt = TAt + rt∗−1 Bt −1 . The current account surplus also equals the rate of accumulation of net foreign assets from period t1 to t: CAt = Bt − Bt−1 , where Bt (= Ft p + Ftg ) represents both private and official net asset holdings. If B t is increasing, the economy runs a current
account surplus; while if Bt is decreasing, the economy runs a current
∗
account deficit.8 This implies that (Bt − Bt−1 ) /Bt −1 = TAt / Bt−1 + rt−1
. We make
the simplified assumption that the trade account surplus expressed as a percentage of the inherited net foreign assets depends only on the logarithm of
the real exchange rate and real output: tst = 1 qt − 2 xt . Therefore,
bt − bt −1 =

1qt

−

2 xt

∗

+ rt −1,

1,

2

> 0.

(16)

where bt is the logarithm of the real net foreign asset holdings of the gov-

7. Equation (14) could arise from a cash-in-advance constraint or from an assumption
that money enters the utility function; alternatively, it can be justified by use of a simple IS-LM model with a vertical LM curve. See Romer [1993].
8. Here, it is assumed that both the private sector and the government hold foreign
bonds; for simplicity, neither holds non-interest-bearing foreign currency.
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ernment and the private sector, and ( bt − bt −1 ) represents the instantaneous
change in the stock of net foreign assets resulting from a given current
account position.
The condition that 1 > 0 implies that the Marshall-Lerner conditions hold.
A real exchange rate appreciation (a decrease in qt) tends to increase the
net trade deficit, thereby reducing demand for domestic output. This effect
increases the foreign holdings of domestic securities. On the other hand, a
fall in current period s domestic output (that is, a fall in current income)
induces a fall in the net trade deficit which reduces real net foreign debt.
C. The Foreign Exchange Market
We allow for imperfect asset substitutability by introducing an endogenous risk premium in the foreign exchange market. The re l a t i o n s h i p
between domestic and foreign interest rates is then given by: it − it∗ = Et (st +1
− st ) + t , where t , is a risk premium and Et (st +1 − st ) is the expected rate of
depreciation of the domestic currency. Converting the nominal interest
rates into real rates plus the inflation rates using (7) and (9), the equilibrium
condition for the foreign exchange market becomes

rt − rt∗ = ( +

∗

− 1) Et (qt +1 − qt ) +

t

.

(17)

The real interest differential is equal to a constant term times the expected
percentage change in the real exchange rate plus a time-varying exchange
risk premium. The term ( + ∗ − 1) stems from the fact that the consumer
price indexes rather than the prices of domestic and foreign outputs are
used in the definitions of the inflation rates. Also, abstaining, for simplicity,
f rom foreign price changes, the expected rate of change in the re a l
exchange rate, Et (qt +1 − qt ) , is decomposed into the difference between the
expected percentage change in the nominal exchange rate, and the expected percenta ge change in the domestic price level Et ( pt +1 − pt ) , i . e .,
Et (qt +1 − qt ) = Et (st +1 − st ) − Et ( pt+1 − pt ) . Following Branson (1985), and
Khan and Zahler (1985), the risk premium, t , is expressed as a linear function of the ratio of the real net foreign assets (debts) to output, (bt − xt ), and
a constant, 0 .9 Thus,
t

= 0−
> 0,

1 (bt

− x t ),

1

> 0,

(18)
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where the (stock of) net foreign assets is assumed to be denominated in the
foreign currency. An increase in real net foreign assets (debts) is assumed
to decrease (increase) the risk premium on the domestic currency, because
foreign investors demand a lower (higher) rate of return than the real interest differential in return for the risk of holding domestic-currency denominated assets. In this case, the divergence of real interest rates may be
exploited by monetary authorities for policy purposes.
D. The Exchange Rate Rule
Within this framework, the monetary authorities implement an exchange
rate rule that maintains constant the real exchange rate. This is achieved by
adjusting the nominal exchange rate to offset changes in domestic prices
(foreign price, pt∗ , is assumed here to be fixed). Therefore,

q = st − pt

(19)

where q is the target level of the real exchange rate.10
The government can use monetary policy to pursue an explicit target for
the real exchange rate (see Fischer [1988] and Sachs [1985]). Restrictive
monetary policy tends to raise the domestic interest rate causing a nominal
exchange rate appreciation, while expansionary monetary policy lowers the
domestic nominal interest rate leading to a currency depreciation. Foreign
nominal interest rates either are unchanged or increase (decrease) less
than the domestic rate because of equation (17) (i.e., the assumption of
imperfect assets substitutability). We assume that the real exchange rate
target is chosen to equilibriate long-run balance of payments and prevent a
run on official foreign assets.11 Bruno [1995] points out that an important
condition for the real exchange rate to be a policy variable is that a nominal
9. This factor appears to be one major explanatory variable of risk premium. Because
net foreign assets (indebtedness) change overtime, one should expect to find a risk
premium that is equally unstable. See Giddy [1994, p. 169].
10. In this paper, we assume that agents can observe the current price level. However, if
price indexes are known with a lag, then the real exchange rule will be based on
lagged prices. In this case, Qt = St Pt ∗−1 / Pt−1 . Expressed as natural logarithms: qt = st −
10. pt −1 , where pt∗−1 is assumed to be fixed.
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devaluation will not lead to currency substitution and an outburst of inflation. In this case, the sticky-price adjustment assumption is crucial for the
real exchange rate to be a policy variable. With sticky prices, a nominal
devaluation would translate into a real depreciation. While it is true that real
factors may influence the real exchange rate, Obstfeld [1985] and Sachs
[1985] link fluctuations in the real exchange rate to changes in monetary
policy. Also, Rogers [1999] presents empirical evidence that monetar y
shocks are generally very important for real exchange rate determination.
III. Solution of the Model
The set of equations (6), (8), (13), (14), (16), (17), and (18) together with
the goods market equilibrium condition (15) and the real exchange rate
rule (19) constitutes a model with endogenous variables zt, zt∗ , xt, rt, yt, mt,
and bt. Here the price of domestic output, pt, is predetermined; while the foreign real interest rate, rt∗ , and the foreign output price, pt∗, are assumed to
be constant. All variables except interest rates are expressed in logarithms.
The economy operates under a managed float. Because the monetary
authorities are committed to buy and sell domestic and foreign securities in
order to support the exchange rule (19), the money supply itself is determined endogenously. Also, the rate of growth of domestic credit is not a
constant because of the assumption that credit is essential to enable firms to
finance their working capital (or labor costs at period t).
The above model is easily solved by the method of undetermined coefficients. Since the technique is fairly well known by now, we will only lightly
touch upon all the details of the procedure here. Substituting for Etqt+1 and qt
in (13), (16), and (17) using q, these three equations are sufficient to determine the values of the real variables xt, bt and rt independently of the remaining equations. The proposed reduced-form solutions for xt, b t, and rt are linear functions of the predetermined variables bt-1 and r∗ , the real exchange
rate target q, and the exogenous random shock t . Thus,
11. The government can also use fiscal policy to implement a real exchange rate target.
A fiscal expansion raises the domestic interest rate and thus induces a nominal and
real appreciation. A fiscal contraction, on the other hand, has the opposite result.
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∗
13rt

bt =

10

+

11 bt −1

+

xt =

20

+

21bt −1

+

22 q +

∗
23rt

+

24 t ,

(21)

rt =

30

+

31bt −1

+

32q

+

∗
33rt

+

34 t .

(22)

12 q +

+

14 t ,

(20)

Consequently, substituting (21) and (22) into (13), (20) and (21) into (16),
and (20), (21), and (22) into (17), and noting that Etqt = Etqt +1 =q, yields
0

−

+

1 ( 30

31bt −1

=

bt−1 + 1q −

2

(

20

=

rt∗ +
+

0

−

22 q +

1

[

10

∗
23rt

32 q +

+

20

+
10

+

+

+

33 rt

+

b

21 t −1

b

21 t−1

+

b

+

]

) =

q+

q+

∗
13 t

+

∗
23 t

r +

r +

12 q +

∗
13rt

r +

31 bt −1

+

2q

∗
23 t

+

12

30

34 t ) −

q+

11bt −1

24 t

+
22

22

+

11 t −1

∗

+

14

t

24 t

,

∗
) + rt−1

24

t

+

14 t ,

t

32q

−(
+

(23)

20

(24)

+

∗
33 rt

+

b

21 t−1

34 t .(25)

The coef f i c i e n t 11bon the lagged variable b t-1 in (20) determines the
dynamic behavior of the system (the effects on current endogenous variables of their own lagged values). If 11bis less than 1.0 in absolute value,
then the behavior of net foreign asset holdings bt is stable. Equating the
coefficients on bt-1 in (23), (24), and (25) implies the following identities:

= − 1 31,
11 = 1− 2 21 ,

(26)

21

31

= − 1(

11

(27)

−

21 ).

(28)

These three relations lead to
11

=

1+
(1+

1

1 1

1 +

1 1

2)

< 1.

(29)

Since the coefficient 11bhas absolute value less than one (1+ 1 1 + 1 1 2 )
> (1+ 1 1 ), the behavior of bt is non-explosive. That is, bt will converge (in an
expected-value sense) to its long-run equilibrium position. Therefore, the
system of equations (13), (16), and (17) is stable.
A. Steady-State Effects
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We now consider the long-run or steady-state properties of the model. The
steady-state of the economy is determined by suppressing the time subscript t and dropping the disturbance term t. Also, in the steady state,
expectations are realized, and bt = bt-1 = b for all t.
Now, given the real exchange rate target q, the steady-state output level is
obtained by the balance of payments equation (16). Then given the steadystate output value, the steady-state real interest rate and real net foreign
asset holdings are given by the output equation (13) and the fore i g n
exchange market equilibrium expression (17). Thus:

x=

1

1

q+

2

r=

0

r∗ ,

(

−

1

+

1

b=

(

(30)

2
2 2

)

1

q−

1 2
1 0 2

−

(1+

0 2)

+

1 2

(31)

1 2

1 2

+

r ∗,

(
+


1

+

2 2)+
1 2

1 1) r ∗

.

1 1 1


q


(32)

1 2

Equations (30), (31), and (32) show that the steady-state (long-run) values
of xt, rt, and bt are dependent upon the target value of the real exchange rate
and the foreign real interest rate.
The steady-state effects of higher pegged values of the real exchange rate
on output, the real interest rate, and net foreign assets are obtained by taking the first derivative of xt , rt, and bt with respect to q. Therefore,

x
=
q

1
2

r
(
=−
q
b
=
q

(33)

> 0,
1

+

2 2)

(34)

< 0,

1 2

1 1 1

+(

1

+

2 2)

> 0.

(35)

1 2

These expressions show that a more depreciated (a higher) steady state
real exchange rate increases the level of output and the net holdings of foreign assets, and reduces the real interest rate. The implication of the result
in (33) is that, contrary to the prediction of the theory, targeting the real
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exchange rate at a higher level does not decrease output (i.e., x / q < 0 )
but, in fact, leads to the opposite prediction.
B. The Debtor Country Case
The above results were proved for the case where the domestic economy
has a net creditor status. If instead the economy is initially a net debtor, the
accumulation over time of net foreign indebtedness equals the trade
account deficit plus net interest payments on foreign debts. In this case, the
trade account deficit expressed as a percentage of the inherited net foreign
indebtedness is a negative function of the logarithm of the real exchange
rate and a positive function of real output: tdt = − 1qt + 2 xt . Thus, equation
(16) becomes:

bt − bt −1 = − 1qt +

2 xt

+ rt ,

(36)

where bt is now defined as the logarithm of the consolidated net foreign
debt position of the government and the private sector, and rt-1 is the domestic real interest rate at period t-1. Here we assume that the risk premium
increases with the ratio of foreign indebtedness to output, that is,
t

=
>

0

+

1

(bt − x t ),

1

> 0.

(37)

Substituting (13) into (36) and (37), and then (37) into (17), the system
reduces to two equations. In this case, the proposed reduced-form solutions
for the endogenous variables bt and rt are given by

bt =

10

+

11 t−1

b

+

12 t −1

rt =

20

+

21 t−1

b

+

22 t −1

,

(38)

q+

∗
24 t

25 t

.

(39)

23

15 t

r +

∗
14 t

13

q+

r +

r +
r +

Since there are two lagged variables, the local stability of the system
depends on the matrix of coefficients:


A=


11
21



22 
12

In this case, the coefficients of interest are given by

(40)
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12

=
=

(1 −
(1+

1 1)

2−

1 1

(1−
(1+

1

1)

1 1)

−

1 1 2

1 1)

,
,

21

22

=
=

1

(1+

1 1 2

−

1 1

)

−

1 1

)

1

(1+

1 1 2

451

,
.

The determinant is equal to zero, implying that the system may be unstable;
any small shock would drive both the net foreign debt and the real interest
rate away from equilibrium. Thus, if the economy is a net debtor, a real
exchange devaluation (depreciation) may cause a higher real interest rate
and a deterioration of the current account, implying greater net foreign
indebtedness.12
C. Short-Run Solution
The impact or short-run solutions for the real variables xt, bt and rt can be
obtained by solving for the remainder ij coefficients in (23), (24), and (25).
Upon substituting these coefficients into (20), (21), and (22), we obtain the
complete solutions for the net foreign asset holdings, real output and the
real interest rate in terms of structural parameters. Hence,

bt =

(

+
−

xt =

− 0)
(1+ 1

1 0

( 1 +
 1( +

1 1 1
1 1

+

+

(1+

1 1

 (
(1+

+

1 1 2)


)
q+


1( +
2) 

2 2

1 1

2

( 0 +
 (1+
+

1( + 1 1 )
+ (1+ 1 1 )rt∗−1 
bt−1
+

 (1+ 1 1 + 1 1 2 )
1 + 1 1 2)
2

1 2
1 1

r − 1 0 ) 
+
  (1+
1 + 1 1 2) 

(41)

− 2)  
q−
+ 1 1 2 )   (1+

1 1 2


bt −1
) 

1 1 2

 ∗
rt
) 

1 1
1 1

1 1 1
1 1

1 1 2

t,

∗
1 1 t −1
1

+

 ∗
rt
) 

+
1

1 1

+

12. In the present context, the potential instability associated with a net debtor
position is related to the problem of dynamic instability encountered with a net
debtor position in foreign assets by Henderson and Rogoff (1982).
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+
(1+
(
rt =

−
+

0

1
1 +

1

1 1

+
1 +

2
1

(42)

) − 1 rt∗−1  
1
−


  (1+ 1 1 + 1
1 1 2)


 ∗
1
2) 1
q+
r

 (1+
t
1 2 )
1 1 + 1 1 2 )

+ 0 1+ 0
(1+ 1 1 +

( 1 +
(1+


 t,
2 )

2
1

1 2



(1+ 2 ) 1
.
(1+ 1 1 + 1 1 2 )  t

1 2


bt −1
) 

(43)

Equations (41), (42), and (43) indicate that a more depreciated level of the
real exchange rate increases real net external assets, reduces the real interest rate, and has an ambiguous effect on real output. Also, lagged net foreign asset holdings have a positive effect on bt and xt, and a negative effect
on rt. Further, an increase in the foreign real interest rate will decrease the
level of output, and will increase net foreign assets and the domestic real
interest rate.
It is also important to see the behavior of the trade surplus resulting
in this case. Substituting from (42) into the trade surplus equation,
ts t = 1 qt − 2 xt , yields

tst =

(

+

(

1 0

2

+

−
1

−
(1+

r ) 2− 1
1 + 1 1 2)

∗
1 1 t −1

0

1

1 1+
(1 +

2 2 )q +
1

1+

∗
1 2 rt

1 1

2)

b

1 2 t −1

−

2 t

,

(44)

while the effect of a higher pegged value of the real exchange rate on the
domestic trade surplus is given by
ts t ( 1 +
=
q
(1+

1 1 1
1 1

+

+

2 2)

1 1 2)

> 0,

(45)

which is the same as the effect of q on bt in (41). The trade surplus increases
unambiguously with a higher pegged value of the real exchange rate, corresponding to which the capital account deteriorates. These results indicate
that countries that implement nominal exchange rate targets and experi-
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ence balance of payment problems can improve the external competitiveness and the trade account by pursuing periodical devaluations. For
instance, all of the European countries that devalued in 1992 had experienced a substantial decrease in real interest rates, and improvement in the
current account and real economic activity afterward (see Dornbusch et al.
[1995]). This is particularly true of Italy and the United Kingdom. Following
the devaluation of 1992, both these countries experienced low real interest
rates and a remarkable improvement in the current account (by mid-1993
the deficit had disappeared in Italy) and real growth (see Giavazzi [1996]).
D. Price Stickiness and Endogenous Money Supply
Following Obstfeld [1995], the price of the domestically produced good is
a geometric average of the previous period s price and newly posted prices,
denoted by k, with (1- ) measuring the fixed probability that a price is
revised in each period:13

pt = pt−1 + (1− )kt

(46)

The parameter represents both the (exogenous, constant) probability that
a price is not renewed, and the proportion of old prices that continue in
effect. Thus, measures the degree of price sluggishness.
Newly posted prices are a distributed lead on expected future CPIs and
aggregate demand, with expectations for different future dates discounted
by the probability that a price newly posted will survive until then:
∞

k t = (1− )∑ i Et−1 [ pt +i + (1− )( pt∗+i + st +i ) + yt+ i ] .

(47)

i =0

In equation (47), measures the response of new prices to expectations
about future demand conditions.
We can rewrite equations (46) and (47) using lag and lead operators. Let L
denote the lag operator, such that Lxt=xt-1 for any variable x, and let L-1 be its
inverse, the lead operator, such that L-1xt=xt-1. Thus, we can rewrite the average price of domestic output, (46), as

13. The price adjustment is based on Calvo [1983].
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(1− L)pt = (1− )kt .

(48)

Also, newly posted prices, from equation (47), can be expressed as

kt =

(1− )Et −1[ pt + (1− )( pt∗ + st ) + y t ]
1− L−1

(49)

.

Together these last two equations show that p follows the second-order
difference equation
( − L− )( − L)pt = ( − ) Et −

[ p +(
t

− )( p∗t + st ) + yt

]

(50)

Using equations (14), (19) and (6), relation (50) can be solved for pt.14 The
solution for pt can then be first-differenced to yield pt. Consequently, equation (6) allows us to obtain zt and the CPI inflation, zt.
Finally, substituting (6) and (15) into (14), the endogenous money supply
is given by

m t = pt + (1− )q + x t −1.

(51)

The money supply depends on aggregate demand, the real exchange rate
target, and the price of domestic good.15
IV. Conclusion
This paper has employed a simple open-economy macroeconomic framework to explore the implications of real exchange rate targeting for the
behavior of real output, the domestic real interest rate, trade account, net
foreign asset holdings, and the inflation rate. Recent experience with fixed

14. Obstfeld [1995] obtains the solution of a similar equation. In addition to the money
demand equation (14), he also employs a world aggregate demand for domestic output of the form: yt = (st + pt∗ − pt ) + ut , where ut is a random (unexpected) disturbance term.
15. Here we don t explicitly consider changes in the money supply that would arise
from central bank purchases and sales of international reserves (the connection
between the monetary sector and the overall balance of payments). This assumption
simplifies the present analysis considerably without affecting our qualitative conclusions.
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nominal exchange rates has shown that nominal exchange rate targets have
generated substantial real exchange rate over-valuations, and thus have
adversely affected the behavior of some of these variables in high inflation
countries. The findings of this paper indicate that a more depreciated level
of the real exchange rate decreases the domestic real interest rate and net
foreign debt, and leads to a higher level of output and net exports. The
results are consistent with the after-effects of EMS currency re-alignment,
which had consisted of lower real interest rates and a significant improvement of international competitiveness, net exports, and real economic activity in the devaluing members of the system. They also imply that a real targets approach to exchange rate policy rather than a nominal anchor
approach may be more appropriate for the European Union inflation-prone
countries and the high inflation developing countries with nominal
exchange rate targets.
The results are of some relevance to Canada. In the 1990s, the Canadian
economy had experienced stable prices and a gradual depreciation of the
dollar against its U.S. counterpart. The consequent real exchange rate
depreciation has led to a significant improvement in the Canadian trade surplus and net foreign indebtedness. However, the impact of a real exchange
rate target may differ qualitatively depending on whether the economy is a
net foreign creditor or debtor. If the economy is a net debtor, a re a l
exchange devaluation leads to dynamic instability, causing the net foreign
debt and real interest rate to move away from equilibrium. In the net creditor case, the system is stable. Thus, a real exchange devaluation results in
an improvement in the net foreign asset position and a reduction in the real
interest rate.
One criticism of real exchange rate targeting is that it is inherently inflationar y. This aspect is discussed in Adams and Gros [1985], and Calvo et al.
[1995]. In this paper, however, given price stickiness, real exchange rate targeting may not lead to higher rates of domestic inflation. Also, the monetar y
authorities do not know what a sustainable level of the real exchange rate is.
Unless by chance they are able to hit the correct level at the time of the fixing, further adjustment will be necessary to prevent real exchange over-valuations. The EMS experience has shown that a number of EMS members
had failed to choose a appropriate level for the real exchange rate at the
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time of joining the ERM, and thus had experienced pressures for realignment afterwards. Further, it has also been understood that non-monetary
considerations can influence the behavior of the real exchange rate. In particular, the Balassa-Samuelson effect means that the degree of differential
p roductivity growth in tradable goods relative to non-tradable goods
explains the rate of increase in a currency s relative external purchasing
power.16 Empirical findings, however, detect only a weak relation between
productivity variables and measures of the real exchange rate. According to
Obstfeld [1995], these findings are suggestive of a Balassa-Samuelson
effect, but not conclusive.
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